RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARY ERA PROPAGANDA POSTERS

1. All as in the Past
2. against Typhus RSFSR
3. Take Care of Books RSFSR (Mos)
4. "Three Grenadiers" Yudenich, Denikin, Wrangel (1921, Mos.)
5. What have you done for the Front? No. 127
6. Day of Soviet Propaganda - Knowledge for All
7. Only the Red Army Will Give Us Bread No.23, Mos
8. Cossack, You Have Only One Path No.132
9. The Devil Doll (1920) No. 121
10. The Co-operatives
12. Never Buy at Private Stalls...No. 918 (1918)
13. Singing Too Soon (verses by Ivan Kasatkin)
14. Literacy the Path to Communism (1920) Mos.
15. Read the Co-operatives' Literature (1918) litho. I.N.
16. Pyotr and Vasily
17. How the Punitive Bolshevik Regiments of Latvians and Chinese
18. Red Ploughman Gos. Iz. Mos
19. Citizen! Understand that the End of the Famine... Gos. Iz.
20. The Enemy Wants to Get Behind the Front...No.55
21. At the Grave of Counter-Revolution No.115 litho-Kushnerev (9
22. League of Nations No.30
24. Down with Illiteracy No. V
24a In Place of the Old World Comes the World of Labor
26. Comrades! /Peasant/You Must Possess a Rifle as Well as a Hoe
26a Down with Illiteracy No. II (1921)
27. Down with Illiteracy No. IV (1922)
28. Down with Illiteracy No. III (1922)
30. No Fronts - But Danger There Is (from a report of Trotsky, 27
31. December 1921)
31. Light and Knowledge to the People
32. 7 Nov 1918
33. Down With Capital... (1920) Mos.
34. Long Live the Third International! (1921) No. 104
35. Christmas (verses by N. Gorlov)
36. Vengeance to the Tsar (tune of Warshavianka)
37. Two Fortresses (1922)
38. Your Family and Near Ones...
39. Tsar, Priest, Rich Man
40. Workers Brought Peace...
41. Internationale
42. The Vessel of Counter-Revolution
43. Treachery to Brothers (verses by Demyan Bedny) Oct. 1918
44. Old and New (verse by Demyan Bedny)
45. Day of Wounded Red Army (2 Nov. 1919) Forward to Victory
46. White Troops Burn Bread
47. Enemy at the Gate!! All for the defense of Petrograd (1919)
48. We Don't Want to Fight - But We'll Defend the Soviets! (1922)
49. Be On Guard! (text by Leon Trotsky)
50. What Working Moscow Did for Red Army Week (1922)
51. Red Guards Don't Want Blood, But They Are Ready
52. Labor Will Lead the World (1920)
53. The Denikin Gang (Banner: Down with Workers and Peasants)
   No. 48
54. "Liberators" (1919) No. 28 Mos. (Moor?)
55. To the Peoples of the Caucasus (No. 70; Georgian, Armenian,
   Weeks Devoted to the Red Army (1921) No. 6
56. Happy New Year
57. Workers! The October Revolution Gave You Factories and Free
   Food Storage (1921) Pet.
58. People Eating Each Other from Hunger are not Cannibals
59. The People's Court (based on Mysteria Bouffe?)
60. Before. Now. (1920)
61. The Efforts of Every One...(1921) Mos.
62. For a United Russia (L'Exposition)
63. How the Bolsheviks Punish Villages
64. Asiatic Bolsheviks shooting priest)
65. Christ with cross vs. Trotsky)
66. How the Peasant Lost Will and Land
67. People's Power in Ancient Russia (1918)
68. Master of World Capital, Golden Idol
70. (black & white version of #71)
71. Long Live the Sun! Hide the Darkness! (1921) Pet. (Simakov?)
72. Reading Is Obligatory to Man
73. In Order to Have More - Must Produce More/In Order to Produce
   Cooperatives Help People Be Brothers (flower border)
74. same as #11
75. He Is a Criminal...layout by S. Davydov Pet.
76. The Entente Prepares New Attack - Look at Both
77. Ukrainians and Russians Together
78. Soviet Repka No. 83 (ca.1921)
80. Why We Need the Don Basin...Coal and Iron. Mos. No. 3
81. How to Make Calico from Bread
82. Parasites and Idlers (1920) Mos. No. 1014
83. Hand of the Deserter...No. 82
85. The Tsar's Regiments and the Red Army No. 35
86. Army of Millions - Army of Labor! Mos.
87. Peace and Freedom Together (caricature of Trotsky and prikaz)
88. Men's Clothing Getting Worse, 1915-1919
89. Red Laughter Mos.
90. same as #18
91. Register for the Red Army (verse by Demyan Bedni)
92. May Day (verse by Sergel Gorodetsky)
93. Life of an Illiterate. Life of a Literate. (1920 May 10)
94. Women, Go into the Cooperatives
96. Fewer Shoes, 1915-1919
97. Manifesto - All Power to Property Owners and Capitalists
98. Labor (1920) No. 79
99. Remember the Starving! (1921)
104. The Cooperative Movement Doesn't Recognize Boundaries (1919)
105. The Illiterate is Blind (1920) Pet.
106. The Strongest Culture Makes the Strongest Cooperation (1918)
108. Retribution
109. To the Victim of the International
110. Happy Worker...(Odessa)
111. Thus Is Resolved...(Odessa)
112. Bourgeois, Priest, Kulak pulling Kolchak No. 20
113. Down with Illiteracy No. I of a series (Mos. 1921)
114. The Old and the New. Long live the general military trade of
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Harold Manchester Fleming Papers

Artist/Designer

Kogout, N. (1891-1959)
48. We Don't Want to Fight - But We'll Defend the Soviets! (1922)
57. Happy New Year
79. The Entente Prepares New Attack - Look at Both
89. Army of Millions - Army of Labor! Mos.
95. May Day (verse by Sergei Gorodetsky)

Osinin, I.
46. White Troops Burn Bread

Apsit, Alexander (Petrov, Alexander Petrovich, 1880-1944) -
68. How the Peasant Lost Will and Land
69. People's Power in Ancient Russia (1918)
36. Vengeance to the Tsar (tune of Warshavianka)
39. Tsar, Priest, Rich Man
41. Internationale
43. Treachery to Brothers (verses by Demyan Bedny) Oct. 1918
83. Why We Need the Don Basin...Coal and Iron. Mos. No. 3

Kurkov (?)/Kirka (?)
70. Master of World Capital, Golden Idol

Kost., V.
85. Parasites and Idlers (1920) Mos. No. 1014
96. Life of an Illiterate. Life of a Literate. (1920 May 10)
105. The Illiterate is Blind (1920) Pet.

Mayakovsky, Vladimir (ROSTA)
80. Ukrainians and Russians Together

G.V. or J.B.
113. Down with Illiteracy No. I of a series (Mos. 1921)
26. Down with Illiteracy No. II (1921)
28. No. III (1922)
27. No. IV (1922)
24. No. V
Moor, Dmitri (Orlov, 1883-1946)
9. The Devil Doll (1920) No. 121
13. Singing Too Soon (verses by Ivan Kasatkin)
34. Long Live the Third International! (1921) No. 104
35. Christmas (verses by N. Gorlov)
37. Two Fortresses (1922)
49. Be On Guard! (text by Leon Trotsky)
51. Red Guards Don't Want Blood, But They Are Ready
55. To the Peoples of the Caucasus (No. 70; Georgian, Armenian, Arabic)
56. Weeks Devoted to the Red Army (1921) No. 6
61. The People's Court (based on Mysteria Bouffe?)
62. Before. Now. (1920)
81. Soviet Repka No. 83 (ca.1921)
86. Hand of the Deserter...No. 82
88. The Tsar's Regiments and the Red Army No. 35
102. Labor (1920) No. 79

Aspid
42. The Vessel of Counter-Revolution

Cheremnykh, M.
30. No Fronts - But Danger There Is (from a report of Trotsky, 27 December 1921)

Zeiler, G.F. (?)
32. 7 Nov 1918

V.M. (Masyutin?/Mayakovsky?)
10. The Co-operatives Open to All (1918)
12. Never Buy at Private Stalls...No. 918 (1918)

I.N. (Ignacy Nivinsky?)
15. Read the Co-operatives' Literature (1918) litho. I.N. Kushnerev, Mos.)

I.M. (?)
31. Light and Knowledge to the People

M.I.
50. What Working Moscow Did for Red Army Week (1922)

S.I.(?)
74. Reading Is Obligatory to Man
72. (black & white version of #71)

P.A.
84. How to Make Calico from Bread

S.K.
94. Register for the Red Army (verse by Demyan Bedni)
Mashistov, I.M.
58. Workers! The October Revolution Gave You Factories and Free Labor

V.B.
52. Labor Will Lead the World (1920)

I.R. (Rabinovich?)
104. The Cooperative Movement Doesn't Recognize Boundaries (1919) No. 23

(monogram) ¥
47. Enemy at the Gate!! All for the defense of Petrograd (1919) No. 53 litho-Kushnerev

(monogram) ☘ (Fyodor Malevin?)
45. Day of Wounded Red Army (2 Nov. 1919) Forward to Victory

Unidentified
1. All as in the Past (Gos.Iz.Pet) parody of Maximov painting in Tretyakov
2. against Typhus RSFSR
3. Take Care of Books RSFSR (Mos)
4. "Three Grenadiers" Yudenich, Denikin, Wrangel (1921, Mos.) No.58 Verse by Andrei Stubeda (pseud?)
5. What have you done for the Front? No. 127
6. Day of Soviet Propaganda - Knowledge for All
7. Only the Red Army Will Give Us Bread No.23, Mos.
8. Cossack, You Have Only One Path No.132 (based on pntg. Warrior at the Crossroads)
77. same as #11
14. Literacy the Path to Communism (1920) Mos.
18. Red Ploughman Gos. Iz. Mos
93. same as #18
19. Citizen! Understand that the End of the Famine... Gos. Iz. Mos.
20. The Enemy Wants to Get Behind the Front...No.55
21. At the Grave of Counter-Revolution No.115 litho-Kushnerev (9 copies)(1920-23; Anon. Litho. 34 1/2 x 26. Stanford, p.63,68
22. League of Nations No.30
23. Labor Will Be the Masters of the World No.962 Gos.Iz.Mos. (1920) two copies
24a In Place of the Old World Comes the World of Labor Gos.Iz.Mos. (1922)
25. Comrades! /Peasant/You Must Possess a Rifle as Well as a Hoe
33. Down With Capital...(1920) Mos.
40. Workers Brought Peace...
44. Old and New (verse by Demyan Bedny)
53. The Denikin Gang (Banner: Down with Workers and Peasants) No.48 (verse by Demyan Bedny)
54. "Liberators" (1919) No.28 Mos. (Moor?)
60. People Eating Each Other from Hunger are not Cannibals
63. The Efforts of Every One...(1921) Mos.
73. Long Live the Sun! Hide the Darkness! (1921) Pet. (Simakov?)
75. In Order to Have More - Must Produce More/In Order to Produce More - Must Know More (Pet.) (A. Zelinsky?)
76. Cooperatives Help People Be Brothers (flower border)
78. He is a Criminal...layout by S. Davydov Pet.
82. Give Bread to the Revolution! (1920) Mos.
92. Red Laughter Mos.
98. Women, Go into the Cooperatives
101. Manifesto - All Power to Property Owners and Capitalists (1920) Mos.
103. Remember the Starving! (1921)
106. The Strongest Culture Makes the Strongest Cooperation (1918) Mos. 2 copies.
112. Bourgeois, Priest, Kulak pulling Kolchak No.20
114. The Old and the New. Long live the general military trade of the workers. (verse by Demyan Bedny)

Anti-Bolshevik Posters

(monogram) U
38. Your Family and Near Ones...
64. For a United Russia (L'Exposition)

(monogram) R
66. (Asiatic Bolsheviks shooting priest)
67. (Christ with cross vs. Trotsky) —
109. To the Victim of the International

Unidentified
16. Pyotr and Vasili...
17. How the Punitive Bolshevik Regiments of Latvians and Chinese Forcibly Seize Bread, Destroy Villages, and Shoot Peasants
65. How the Bolsheviks Punish Villages
90. Peace and Freedom Together (caricature of Trotsky and prikaz) Odessa
91. Men's Clothing Getting Worse, 1915-1919
100. Fewer Shoes, 1915-1919
108. Retribution
110. Happy Worker...(Odessa)
111. Thus Is Resolved...(Odessa)